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About This Content

In this simulation, Just Flight has captured the Spitfire as it was in perhaps the most important phase of its development - the
early years of WWII. We begin with the Prototype as it was rolled out of the factory and first flown at Eastleigh in 1936, and

end with the Mk1A ‘standard’ production Spitfire which fought alongside that other venerable fighter, the Hawker Hurricane, in
the Battle of Britain.

The supplied paint schemes include a number of aircraft flown by the ‘aces’ of the Battles of France and Britain and the flight
dynamics of this simulation have been specially programmed to allow you to fly ‘by the book’, so go ahead and try your skill at
‘matching the numbers’ achieved by ‘Mutt’ Summers and Jeffrey Quill in the prototype, or test your nerve on an endurance run

over the fields of France and back in your Mk1A!

Custom built with an incredibly detailed and ultra-high quality cockpit, exacting flight dynamics and realistic Merlin engine
sounds, this is the ultimate Spitfire package for FSX Steam Edition!
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Take a modernized Arkanoid/Breakout clone, add in an amazing soundtrack, and you pretty much have this. Great game if you
like tough arcade-style challenges.. This is a great song pack and got me playing and liking Dancing in the Moonlight - Don't
remember that song when it came out!. a very unique game i wish this type of genre was more prevalent.. What I have learned
playing Feist thus far: The forest is full of treacherous beasties, but if you manage to seize hold of a dazed giant bumblebee, you
can use his backside to fire stingers at the other treacherous beasties. If you find yourself unable to scale some high terrain, find
some things hanging from trees which resemble giant, hairy testes, and hurl them at the side of said cliff-face (they're sticky) to
help you traverse said terrain. And whatever you do, DON'T anger the gigantic, furry porcupine men...'cause gigantic, furry
porcupine men will \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 YOU UP.

  Some even more surprising things which I've learned playing Feist thus far: It is entirely possible for someone to make a game
which superficially "looks" a bit like Limbo, and somehow make that game very nearly as GOOD as Limbo without replicating
its gameplay too slavishly. You can, for example, add quite a bit of "combat" to said game, whilst still replicating the highly
believable physics and logical puzzle-solving of a game like Limbo. Even more amazingly, you can make this new game seem
oddly FRESH, in spite of the fact that it owes so much to not only Limbo, but indeed many a 2D, side-scrolling puzzle-
platformer before it. And all that's required to pull off this amazing feat is an extraordinary level of talent and an all-too-obvious
"labour of love" work ethic evidenced only by the most dedicated of "artists".

  SO WHY IS THE VAST MAJORITY OF\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ON STEAM NOWHERE NEAR AS
GOOD AS THIS?!?

  Well, that's a question I simply cannot answer. But by supporting game developers as talented and hard-working as this, maybe
we can turn that trend around. My only regret is that I didn't buy the soundtrack at the same time as the game, 'cause it sounds
like JOHN \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING CARPENTER...oh man, me and my first-world problems...

Verdict: 9.5\/10.. Oh, Oh, OH! This is a blast. Incredibly intriguing game, the art style is fantastic, the character customization
ON THIS ART STYLE is so great. Really engaging puzzles that are always more complicated than they first appear, my brain
feels ALIVE after spending a few hours on this. Can't wait to dive into it more and really looking forward to how this progresses
torwads its full release!

TL;DR FUN, LOOKS GREAT, SOUNDS GREAT, GIVE IT DA MONIES.. \udb40\udc21. i play on imac and i cant make a
berry farmer i rlly wanted this game now i kinda regret buying it plz help me becuase right now i hate this game and i dont get
the tutorial thing either im doing what it says and i cant to any crap. also i dont have a right click to i have to use my scroller to
place stuff. so when i do the berry gardener thing it doesnt make my colonist plant berries so i give this game a 2 star review plz
help me or fix this. Personally, I enjoy this game. One thing this game lacks though is fleet communication. Its literally
impossible to plan events, contact members, etc. You just have to hope that the people in your fleet are all up at the same time
to join a fleet battle, which for our fleet, is difficult since we have members in asia, north america, south america and europe.
Having no way to contact your members outside of game, say via email, makes it impossible.

I think the game play is fair, and I like there are no premium accounts only premium items, and they aren't that expensive.. This
is my favorite PixelJunk title.

The game controls similar to most twin-stick shooters (Smash TV, Geometry Wars, Beat Hazard) with the left stick moving
your ship, and the right stick changing which direction you are facing. Shooting is done via the right trigger, and the left trigger
lets you grapple people or gems into your ship.

There is a central mechanic of liquid physics at work, with early levels having water and lava. You often have to lead the water
where you need it to go, while trying not to lead the lava places you want to keep safe. The water can be directed to lava to allow
you to clear it out, and some maps have earthquakes that happen at certain times, releasing one or the other fluids from off
screen. This can either be helpful, or very harmful. Triggered lava can cut off secrets if you take too long, or lead to death.

Rather than a life bar, you have a heat gauge that fills up when you take damage, get too close to lava, or fire missiles instead of
your little pea shooter. Getting away from the action will allow you to slowly cool down, or you can fly into water to speed up
the process greatly. If you over heat, which trying to fly through lava will certainly do, your ship will stall and you will die.
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The music and animations are also well done. Moving or turning your ship makes it's tiny fins and boosters move and fire, rather
than just rotating some plain sprite. A lot of neat little touches went into this game that other developers would have just not
bothered with.

It's a really fun title, and well worth the price.
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Sun Dogs is a text-based science fiction adventure game. That is the extent of how well I can describe it for an opening sentence
of a review. You, as an explorer, visit different places within our inner solar system (the terrestrial four and some moons) to
collect different items, skills, and body augments to open up new events and new options for events and encounters.

Gameplay is presented entirely as text in well-written and imaginative exposition, like in a roleplaying game. The UI exists to
show your travel locations, where you can go and interesting orbit patterns of the planets, moons, and stations, plus all your
'stats' and items.

Events range from simple exposition of your environment to dangerous encounters. Having collected the right skills and items
from other events lets you resolve encounters in a positive manner, rather than simply dying; however, sometimes skills and
items you've acquired will cause a negative outcome to an event.

This is the extent of the 'game'; you travel around, exploring and finding new events and flavor text which are given mostly at
random, then using those things you have obtained to find more events and flavor text which are also given mostly at random. It
is, perhaps, the simplest and most base form of something I would just barely consider a roguelike, but even that title may be
giving it too much credit on the gameplay front.

The writing is solid, and the setting itself is fairly unique and interesting to learn about. As far as science fiction goes, it's
nothing groundbreaking; but there's enough that, for someone who enjoys text-based games primarily based around exposition
and also enjoys a solid science fiction piece, it may be worth the cost.

The music is somber, if repetitive, since it never changes. It somewhat reminds me of STALKER's main menu theme and the
general ambient mood of that game's music. After about five minutes you may feel the need to set up your own soundtrack.
There was a hotfix. Will reassess. edit: Music seems fine now that there's some variety, no complaints.

Of note, and of interest to myself especially as a writer, are the expansive mod tools. Since the game itself is so simple, it can
essentially be rewritten from the ground up, which is a great feature. Am I myself terribly interested in what is in the game now?
No, not really- but I am extremely interested in trying my own hand at making something similar.

Overall, I recommend it for those interested in this sort of non-game which is primarily based around exposition and setting
building. Though I feel I have seen everything gameplay wise the game has to offer even with less than an hour ingame per
writing this review, I am still interested to see the extent of the skill system and what I can trigger by discovering different things
to learn more about the setting, which is the core of the game. By no means should one expect this game to be something like
Elite.. Actually pretty fun , missions are a tad short although it was pretty enjoyable while it lasted. The multiplayer is ok , not
very active but it exists and the gameplay is rad and unique.. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
So, This is a definitely an interesting game, Puzzle - 3D - Not 2D\/Platform like.
You think you know puzzle games, this one takes it to a new extreme,
Definitely not something you can get used to on a first playthrough
Tested on Keyboard and Mouse, as well as controller.

NOTE:
Notice: You knead a controller to get a real rise out of the game.
LOL: You should also complete the tutorial to get used to Kneading about - As a noob it took me 4:22

#IamBread #BecomeToast #TravelAsBread

Travel as a piece of bread. Treat your surroundings gently, or they will form part of you.

6 game modes, and I think this game deserves its own little channel for all of it.

You need to perform Key Combos all the time, as the bread needs to move those specific corners to keep going.,

Obviously I did spend the whole beginning as a noob, trying to figure it out, and eventually did the Tutorial to see how it goes.

Speedruns - Timed runs - Will be achievable with this game. It's magnificent, and physics based, and your goal is to get to the
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heat source and cook yourself.

Find the game play here:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/90wGpYKdZ6c. There's no actual challenge with the bots, not really my type of game. I didn't know it's just
a single-player battleroyale.
Good job for the lone developer though; I didn't know there's just one until I've read the reviews.

I have a problem with is the poor fps -- it's probably just because I'm running this on steam play, linux ubuntu but it couldn't be
the source of the problem I think because I have a 1050ti. I've already put the graphic settings on low but it's still very low fps.

*trying to be a critic (lol) but seriously, I think this would help you (the dev) improve on this game with nice potential*
-The main menu doesn't have a settings button
-the UI has very bright colors and I see no opacity. It should look nice with a bit of transparency to give that "modern" look
  \/\/simplicity is the key
-The bots are just standing which is even lesser of a challenge
-I don't think awareness is much of a thing to be enhanced by this game (just my opinion) as I can't hear the footsteps -- I can't
recall actually.
-I don't think there's any more problem being the game an Early Access
-Your patience (You, the Dev) seems to be very long and made the game somehow successful based on what it should offer.
YOU HAVE A VERY GOOD POTENTIAL. KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK! Also don't think of being a pay2win kind of dev
on the long run when you get even more successful in the future

If I missed anything or typed anything offensive, I'm sorry.. --Alpha build 1.1.12--

Similiar to Banished - But smoother, softer graphics. Less involved.
Similiar to City:skylines\/SimCity\/Cities XL - But set in a medieval era and more simplistic.

What it offers: Build buildings by sections, simplistic production lines, spawn sheep for days, villager happiness\/needs, simple
quests, atmospheric music, relaxing ambient sounds, pleasingly simple graphics, aesthetic decorations\/buildings, easy to learn.

What it doesn't *CURRENTLY* offer: Indepth trade\/economy\/military systems, polished graphics\/gameplay, long hours of
gameplay\/replayability, hunting, fighting, proper tutorials.

If you're looking for a medieval citybuilder\/town management game for your downtime - this is it. If you're looking for
something that's super involved, indepth and polished - then keep looking. For what's available in the game, I think it's worth
playing for those who like the genre and just want a leisurely game. I was skeptical when I bought it, from looking at reviews,
but it turned out to be just the kind of game I had hoped it to be! It's only in it's very early stages and I already love playing it. It
does feel a bit pricey and possibly it is for what's available. But the team are very transparent and honest about their work and
what's happening with the game and are actively working on it around the clock - So if the price of a game isn't a huge issue, I
recommend buying it as it'll see updates regularly.. Full disclosure, I have slept with the developer several hundred times.

Game is good, 69\/10. Why not let us go backwards too, this would be a really fun game if it had just a little more to do than
move foward. Haha getting run over has never been so fun. Well worth the buck, I'd pay two if I could move backwards as well
;). Nothing has made me more mad but love it just as much with its poor grammer is so funny but the elements that make it feel
like flappy bird. honeslty if you want a game that will make you rage and have a good laugh with its this game.. I absolutely
LOVE this game! This is my first review on a game, but I felt like I really needed to give this game some credit. The soundtrack
is amazing. The puzzles are addicting. The overall atmosphere of this game is beautiful. It's entertaining, tricky, beautiful on the
eyes and ears, and just an amazing well put together game. That being said, don't purchase this if you don't like strategy games.
This is a game where you need do avoid and collect things to reach the next level. Amazing game though, stongly reccomend for
puzzle\/strategy lovers like me!. Terrible. I was really looking forward to the passenger view in the viewliner sleeper and the
dining car. Also they have REUSED SOUNDS again.The CSX has terrible braking, same with the Amtrak. I have never been
more dissapointed in a DLC like i am for this
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